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■ Plastic 5/16” thick base board to ensure flatness.

■ Safely holds rails for scribing cut for panel door routing.

■ Sliding front stop with grip abrasive.

■ Adjustable height toggle clamp.

■ Spelch block fitting to prevent breakout.

■ Max. component width 4”, min. thickness 19/32”, max. thickness 1-3/16”.

■ Facility to exchange handles to allow use with an overhead router for end cuts.

For routing the cope cut
on rails on a router table.

Overhead
Routing

Spelching Block
Facility

Cope Cut

Background picture shows
inverted routing. Guard has been

removed for clarity.

Product Reference:

U*PUSHBLOCK/4

PUSH BLOCKS
Designed for use on router tables
and saw benches, these ABS and
polypropylene pushblocks allow far
better control of the workpiece and
help to keep the operator’s fingers
clear of the router bit. 

U*PUSHBLOCK/1 ▲
Angled handle

U*PUSHBLOCK/2 ▲
Long - 12” x 2-3/4”

U*PUSHBLOCK/3 ▲
Narrow - 8-1/4” x 5-1/32”

COLLET EXTENSION
For use in router tables where there is
a limited router bits shank length
available.  Precision machined
one-piece steel body with a 1/2”
shank, fitted with a multi-slit spring
steel collet and collet nut.  Increases bit
spindle length by 2”.  Maximum tool diameter
1-31/32”.  Requires 3/4” & 7/8” A/F spanners.

U*CE/127127
Collet extension 1/2” shank & collet

U*CE/127635
Collet extension 1/4” shank & collet

U*CE/CNS/635
Collet & nut set 1/4”

U*CE/CNS/127
Collet & nut set 1/2”

U*CE/NUT
Spare collet nut

BIT TRAY
A 400 hole storage tray for the safe transport
and storage of router bits. Made from hard
wearing nylon plastic, this storage tray holds bits
safely and securely when not in use.  There are
one hundred holes of each of the four sizes of
holes; 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" and 1/2".

BIT RACKS
Adjustable position bit storage rack for twelve router bits.  Two sizes
available for either 1/4" or 1/2" shank tools.  Stores bits safely and
securely by simply twisting the lever.  There are two hanging holes for
wall mounting or they can be screwed to a shelf or inside a drawer.
Size: 15” x 1-3/16” x 3/4”.

▲ while stocks last

COLLET
BRUSH KIT
Pack of four brushes,
used to remove deposits
of resin, dust & corrosion
from the inside of collets.
Made from brass to
prevent score damage.

Sizes include 1/4”, 5/16”,
3/8” & 1/2”.

U*CB/KIT

PUSHSTICK
Safety pushstick for
guiding small sections of
timber over a router or
saw table.  Made from
rigid plastic, this safety
aid keeps operators
hands away from the
cutting tool.  The
pushstick has a 16-1/2”
overall length with a
hanging hole for storage
and easy accessibility.

U*PUSHSTICK/1

U*CS/TRAY/A
Size: 11-7/8” x 11-
7/8” x 5/8”

U*CS/RACK/635
For 1/4” shanks

U*CS/RACK/127
For 1/2” shanks

U*PUSHBLOCK/1

U*PUSHBLOCK/3

U*PUSHBLOCK/2

COPING SLED PUSHBLOCK
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